Police and Military Maritime Training

This document outlines RED SWAT™ recommended Advanced Maritime Security &
Force Protection Tactics Training Course for Maritime Units and provides our general
fee structure. The objective of this training would be to train unit members in advanced
individual policing skills and small unit tactics that will enhance operational capabilities
for law enforcement missions.

Redswat™ propose the following methodology to ensure maximal training benefit.
1. Conduct a broad Needs Assessment to determine level of knowledge, skills and

abilities of the officers and units designated for training. The needs assessment
will evaluate: mission, threat, people, equipment, and training status.

2. Develop a specific Program of Instruction (POI) that directly addresses

identified training needs. This will precisely identify the training objectives and
classes that will be taught

3. Develop a Training Plan that schedules the delivery of training and conducts

appropriate evaluations. This will layout in chronological order the time line of
training to ensure it fits availability of students, ranges and equipment.

4. Deliver Training. This will be done using Mobile Training Teams of 4-6 Red

SWAT instructor all of who are experts in their field.

In General, without the benefit of a detailed needs assessment; RED SWAT™ would
recommend the following as an introductory training course of Advanced Maritime
Security & Force Protection Tactics Training Course with additional training specific
for unit conducting Maritime-policing operations.

The plan delivers an intensive five-week course with the following focus:

Week One: Basics of SWAT/ERT/SORT
This is the introductory block of RED SWAT™ Training that provides the
organizational knowledge that is a prerequisite for Advanced Policing Training and
Tactics. It includes planning, selection and weapons training.

Mission, Organization, Command


Staffing and Equipment Requirements



Selection Process for Team Members



Individual Officer Requirements



The SWAT Training and the Planning Process

Advanced Weapons Training

Advanced Weapons Training
Advanced Tactical Handgun

Patrol Carbine Course
Subgun (MP5) Employment
RED SWAT™ Sniper Course

Week Two: Advanced Tactical Training
This block of instruction will focus on building entry tactics and methods. It includes
both planning and hands-on training for the most common type of SWAT law
enforcement missions.
Building Entry Techniques (Day & Night)
Building Clearing and Searches
Hostage Rescue
Barricade situations

Week Three: Waterborne Operations
The student will spend five days in, on or around the water. During these
days and evening training operations, Officers will learn how to use
water as an avenue of approach to a given objective; be it a boat,
building, pier or dock boat engine and drive disabling methods, high and
low speed-boat casts and use of small arms on water.
Basic and Advanced Board & Search
Weapons Employment at Sea
Night Water Operations

Week Four: Tactical Rope Training
This week of training focuses on the use of ropes for building entry and off-loading
aircraft. It includes both rappelling and fast rope training from static locations and
aircraft.
Rope Safety Class
Rappelling Course (Fixed and Aircraft)
Fast Rope Class (land and sea)

Week Five: Advanced Vehicle Training
This week of training teaches officers how to maximize the use of their vehicle when
confronting a situation that involves another vehicle. Classes will teach tactical
driving, car stops, searches, and fighting from vehicles.
Emergency Vehicle Operations Course (EVOC)
Traffic stops
Search & Seizures
Patrol Tactics
Check points and Barricades

The above is an example of a typical RED SWAT™ training program. We have the
ability to expand the training and or substitute other training subjects at the client’s
request. A needs assessment may suggest that different and/or additional training is
needed. The specifics of any training can only be determined after specific input and
discussion with the client.

The fee structure for RED SWAT™ training is based on the number of training days,
number of instructors, and support costs. Assuming the above training was conducted in
Portugal for 40 students, with five US instructors over a five-week period and at the
client’s facility, using the client’s weapons, ammunition and equipment, the fee for this
training would be in the range of €170,000.

RED SWAT™ has the ability to adjust its fees to effect cost savings by trading costs for
support (i.e., client provides transportation and lodging) and can provide a more detailed
breakdown and possible savings following discussions with the client.

